
 

How it all started  
As we all know the internet is a powerful far reaching tool that spreads news and information 
world wide in a matter of seconds. 

Sometimes it’s for good other times no so. Luckily for the MBLA on this occasion via our 
Facebook and website it was good and allowed two families, one on the other side of the 
world to come together for the first time and celebrate their forefather John Warman Saunders 
the original owner of Happy Return. 

 

Bradley & Pat  

 The two families concerned were both great,great granddaughters of John, namely Louise 
Conway and Pat Creed who lives on the other side of the world in Australia. 

Louise brought with her her grandson Bradley he is great,great,great,great grandson of John, I 
believe. 

Interestingly the two families were not aware of each other and had never met so it was a real 
day of firsts for them! 

When Pat advised she was to make a trip to the U.K. with her husband and would like to see 
Happy Return the idea was spawned for a family get together and a memorial sail on board. 

John Warman Saunders 
Memorial Sail 
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The date is set 

Once the trip to the U.K. dates were confirmed a sail date was proposed and Louise from 
Yeovil, Somerset and Pat from Australia were set to meet on Tuesday 28th May for a sail 
around Mounts Bay , weather permitting of course. 

Being an unusual and important event for the MBLA the question was how do we get some 
publicity for it. Up stepped committee member Carol Alway with the idea of inviting the BBC 
spotlight program along for the sail and after some hard work with John Tellam they managed 
to get the BBCs David George and a cameraman on board to film for that nights show. We 
also got the story covered in the Cornishman that month too. 

 The day arrived  
It wasn’t long before the great day arrived and a volunteer crew assembled at Penzance 
harbour at 11am ready to receive our honoured guests and set sail at 12.30. 

         Pat ,Louise & Peter                                                                                                                                                                                         
The weather was kind, cloudy but with sunny spells with 3-5 NNW wind that saw us heading 
out towards the mount with Peter May at the helm. During the sail each member of the family 
took turns at the helm under the watch of Peter as we sailed back toward Mousehole. After a 
few demonstration jibes we found ourselves heading for Penzance where dropped off David 
and his cameraman so as they could take some sailing shots of Happy Return passing close, in 

fact very close thanks to Mr May! To the harbour wall. 
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Louise is interviewed by David George  
 
Once back on shore the BBC chaps speeded of to edit their film for that nights show and the 
crew and family retired to the Dolphin Tavern for a well earned pint or two. 
You can find a copy of the BBC film on our website www.happyreturn.org (Home Page, 
Crews News, John Warman Saunders Memorial Sail:  VIDEO), along with more pictures of 
the day. The crew for the day was Skipper John Tellam, mate John Van der Hoff, helm Peter 
May with Nick Darling and myself James Walker. 
 
For BBC Video also use this link:  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-dbMeM13-43-2_jP3R-
WrA91o2L1aUAA/view?ts=5cefb0eb 
 
 
 
 
 
 


